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The path of tokamak fusion and ITER is maintaining high-performance plasma to produce sufficient fusion power.
This effort is hindered by the transient energy burst arising from the instabilities at the boundary of high-confinement
plasmas. The application of 3D magnetic perturbations is the method in ITER and possibly in future fusion power
plants to suppress this instability and avoid energy busts damaging the device. Unfortunately, the conventional use
of the 3D field in tokamaks typically leads to degraded fusion performance and an increased risk of other plasma
instabilities, two severe issues for reactor implementation. In this work, we present an innovative 3D field optimization,
exploiting machine learning, real-time adaptability, and multi-device capabilities to overcome these limitations. This
integrated scheme is successfully deployed on DIII-D and KSTAR tokamaks, consistently achieving reactor-relevant
core confinement and the highest fusion performance without triggering damaging instabilities or bursts while
demonstrating ITER-relevant automated 3D optimization for the first time. This is enabled both by advances in the
physics understanding of self-organized transport in the plasma edge and by advances in machine-learning technology,
which is used to optimize the 3D field spectrum for automated management of a volatile and complex system. These
findings establish real-time adaptive 3D field optimization as a crucial tool for ITER and future reactors to maximize
fusion performance while simultaneously minimizing damage to machine components.

∗These authors equally contributed to this work.
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For a fusion energy source to be economically competitive
in the global energy market, it must produce a high fusion
triple product (nτT )1 with sufficient plasma density (n), tem-
perature (T ), and energy confinement time (τ) while sustain-
ing fusion reactions. In other words, the fusion plasma re-
quires sufficient figure of merit (G ∝ nτT )1,2, which increases
with plasma confinement quality (H89)3, where H89 is nor-
malized energy confinement time. For example, the Interna-
tional Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) requires
Gfus > 0.4 and H89 > 2 to achieve1 its objective (A fusion
power ten times higher than the input heating power). One of
the leading approaches4 towards this goal is a tokamak oper-
ated robustly in the high confinement mode (H-mode)5, char-
acterized by a narrow edge transport barrier (or confinement
pedestal) responsible for significantly elevated plasma pres-
sures within the device. This "pedestal" has demonstrated no-
table benefits by enhancing G, thereby improving the fusion
economy. However, the H-mode has a high-pressure gradi-
ent at the edge (pedestal), which introduces significant risks
to reactor operation, mainly due to emerging dangerous edge
energy bursts as a result of a plasma instability known as edge
localized modes (ELMs)6. These edge bursts cause rapid re-
laxations in pedestal plasma energy, leading to intense tran-
sient heat fluxes on reactor walls, resulting in undesirable ma-
terial erosion and surface melting. The predicted heat energy
reach ∼ 20MJ/m2, unacceptable in a fusion reactor7,8. Con-
sequently, for tokamak designs to become a viable option for
fusion reactors, reliable methods must be developed to rou-
tinely suppress edge burst events without affecting G.

Resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) using external 3D
field coils10–13 have proven to be one of the most promising
methods for edge burst control. The typical external coils sur-
rounding the plasma to generate 3D fields are shown in Fig. 1.
By reducing the pedestal14–24, 3D-fields effectively stabilizes
energy burst in the edge region25. This stabilizing effect holds
significant advantage, and therefore, the ITER baseline sce-
nario relies on 3D-field to achieve an edge-burst-free burning
plasma in a tokamak for the first time.

Figure 1. 3D-field coil structure in tokamak. Schematic diagram
of 3D field coil and edge energy-burst in DIII-D tokamak. Color
contour shows typical 3D-field amplitude formed by coils.

a)Corresponding author: ekolemen@princeton.edu

Figure 2. Performance comparison of ELM-free discharges in
DIII-D and KSTAR tokamaks. H89 versus figure of merit (G) at
ELM-free state. These cover various non-ELMing scenarios, includ-
ing RMP, QH, L-mode, I-mode, and EDA-H mode in DIII-D. The red
star and green diamond markers show the adaptive RMP discharges
in DIII-D and KSTAR, respectively. The dashed lines indicate ITER-
relevant level1,9 required to achieve their objectives. A detailed plot
for this figure can be found in the supplement material.

However, this scenario comes at a significant cost, resulting
in a significant deterioration of H89 and G compared to stan-
dard high-confinement plasma regimes, thus depleting eco-
nomic prospects. Moreover, the 3D field also raises the risk
of disastrous core instability, known as a disruption, which is
even more severe than an edge burst. Thus, the safe accessi-
bility and compatibility of edge-burst-free operation with high
confinement operation requires urgent exploration.

This work reports on an innovative and integrated 3D-field
optimization on both KSTAR and DIII-D tokamaks for the
first time by combining machine learning (ML), adaptive26,27,
and multi-machine capabilities for automatically accessing
and achieving an almost fully edge-burst-free state while
boosting the plasma fusion performance from its initial burst-
suppressed state, which is a significant milestone toward edge-
burst-free operation for future reactors. This is accomplished
by real-time exploitation of hysteresis between edge-burst-
free onset and loss to enhance plasma confinement while ex-
tending the ML capability in capturing physics and optimizing
nuclear fusion technology28–30.

This integration facilitates 1) highly enhanced plasma
confinement, reaching the highest fusion G (see Fig. 2)
among ELM-free scenarios in two machines with the increase
in G up to 90%, 2) fully automated 3D-field optimization for
the first time by using an ML-based 3D-field simulator, and 3)
concurrent establishment of burst suppression from the very
beginning of the plasma operation, achieving nearly complete
edge-burst-free operation close to the ITER-relevant level.
Such an achievement paves a vital step for future devices
such as ITER, where relying on empirical RMP optimization

mailto:ekolemen@princeton.edu
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Figure 3. Machine-learning based real-time RMP optimization
algorithm. Schematic diagram of integrated RMP optimization
scheme in KSTAR with ML-surrogate model (ML-3D).

Figure 4. ML-3D model performance. a-d Validating comparison
of the model using test case, showing actual (blue), predicted (or-
ange), and low-pass filtered (green) RM,B,φT,B values in time.

is no longer a viable or acceptable approach.

This paper is organized as follows. We first explain the
integrated 3D-field optimization algorithms. The contribution
of ML and adaptive schemes in the optimization process is
introduced in the following sections. Then, the utilization of
early 3D (or RMP) algorithms toward a complete ELM-free
operation and underlying physics phenomena allowing the
burst-free operation with high G are presented. Lastly, the
discussions on the application in ITER and future reactors are
drawn in summary.

Figure 5. Plasma parameters for a fully automated ELM sup-
pression discharge (#31873) with integrated RMP optimization.
a IRMP (blue) and Dα emission (orange) near outer divertor target.
c H89(blue) and G (orange). c Phasing between top/middle (φT,
blue) and middle/bottom coils (φB, orange). d Current amplitude
ratio between of top/middle (RM, blue) and top/bottom coils (RB, or-
ange). e Ratio (ε=rB,ML/rB,STD) of 3D-coil induced rB from ML-3D
(rB,ML) and predicted one using a empirical configuration (rB,STD) .
Smaller ε means lower rB than the one by standard (empirical) setup.
The gray dotted line in c,d shows the 3D-coil configurations from a
standard (empirical) setup. The red-colored area highlights the auto-
mated access to the ELM-suppressed state without pre-programmed
3D fields. The optimization algorithm is triggered at 4.5 s

I. RESULTS

Fully automated optimization of 3D-field using ML-
surrogate model. The key to stable and robust ELM sup-
pression is maintaining a sufficient edge 3D field (Bedge) for
the ELM suppression while minimizing the core perturbation
(Bcore) or rB = Bcore/Bedge to avoid disruption. Bedge and rB
can be controlled by adjusting the RMP current (or amplitude,
IRMP) and current distribution among external 3D coils (.e.g.
3D waveform). For these reasons, in the present experiments,
a series of discharges are used to find an optimized 3D wave-
form for safe ELM suppression. The successful ELM sup-
pression in the previous studies also relies on the empirically
derived 3D setup. However, this trial-and-error approach isn’t
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viable in a fusion reactor, where a single unmitigated disrup-
tion terminates the machine’s life. Achieving reliable ELM
suppression in a reactor requires a first-principle strategy to
determine the 3D waveform adaptively.

In this context, this work introduces the machine learning
technique to develop the novel path of automated 3D coil op-
timization and demonstrate the concept for the first time. This
approach exploits the physics-based optimization scheme of
3D waveform31 based on plasma equilibrium and ideal 3D re-
sponse from GPEC simulation32. This method has been val-
idated across multiple devices33,34 and extensively tested on
KSTAR, which has flexible 3D coils with three rows, resem-
bling ITER’s configuration. This approach effectively pre-
dicts the optimal 3D coil setup that minimizes rB to ensure
safe ELM suppression. However, its computational time, tak-
ing tens of seconds, hinders real-time applicability, limiting
its use to pre-programmed or feed-forward strategies.

To overcome such limitations, a surrogate model (ML-3D)
of GPEC code has been developed to leverage the physics-
based model in real time. This model uses machine learn-
ing algorithms to accelerate the calculation time to the "ms"
scale, and it is integrated into the adaptive RMP optimizer in
KSTAR. ML-3D consists of a fully connected multi-layer per-
ceptron (MLP) which is driven by nine inputs, the total plasma
current (IP), edge safety factor (q95), global poloidal beta (βP),
global internal inductance (li), the coordinates of X-points on
the R-Z plane (RX, ZX), and the plasma elongation (κ). These
parameters are derived from real-time equilibrium35 calcula-
tions and are normalized to have zero mean and unit vari-
ance per input feature overall training set. The outputs of
the model are coil configuration parameters (RM,RB,φT,φB),
which determines the relations between coil current distribu-
tion across the top (ITOP), middle (IMID), and bottom (IBOT)
3D coils. Here, RM = IMID/ITOP, RB = IBOT/ITOP, and φT,B is
the toroidal phasing of the top and bottom coil currents rel-
ative to the middle coil (see Fig. 3). In order to train this
model, the GPEC simulations from 8490 KSTAR equilibria
are utilized.

As shown in Fig. 3, the algorithm adaptively changes IRMP
in real-time by monitoring the ELM state using Dα signal.
This maintains a sufficient edge 3D field to access and sus-
tain the ELM suppression. At the same time, the 3D-field
optimizer adjusts the current distribution across the 3D coils
using the output of ML-3D, which guarantees a safe 3D field
for disruption avoidance. This model generates the relations
between coil currents (RM,B, φT,B) at every 1 ms given equilib-
rium state. Figure 4(a-d) illustrates the performance of ML-
3D with a randomly selected test discharge, showing good
agreement between the offline and ML-3D outputs. A low-
pass filter is applied to prevent overly rapid changes in the
3D-coil commands that could result in damage to the coils.

In KSTAR discharge (#31873) with plasma current, Ip =
0.51 MA, edge magnetic pitch angle, q95 ∼ 5.1, and ∼ 2.5
MW of neutral beam injection heating, the ML-integrated
adaptive RMP optimizer is triggered at 4.5 s and successfully
achieves fully-automated ELM suppression without the need
for pre-programmed waveforms. Shown in Fig. 5a, IRMP
starts increasing at 4.5 s with a rate of 3 kA/s to access the

ELM suppression, while RM,B and φT,B adjust simultaneously.
As a 3D coil setup is automatically optimized by ML-3D dur-
ing the entire discharge, safe ELM suppression is achieved at
6.2 s.

During the optimization process (see Fig. 5d), ML-3D
maintains rB at a level similar to the empirically optimized
3D setup (standard, RM,B=1, φT,B= π/2). Interestingly, ML-
3D achieves such a favorable rB even with different coil
configurations from the empirical (standard) case, highlight-
ing the capability of ML-3D in finding totally new physics-
informed path of 3D-field optimization. It is clear that ε

(=rB,ML/rB,STD) stays near or below unity, where rB,ML and
rB,STD arerB from ML-3D and standard setup, respectively.
Furthermore, ML-3D performs better than the empirical setup
in the early stages of ELM suppression (<6 s), showing much
lower rB than the standard case (or ε < 1). This behav-
ior is particularly beneficial as keeping rB small in the early
ELM control phase is key to avoiding disruption, explaining
how the successful automated ELM suppression is achieved.
Therefore, these results show the 3D-ML as a viable solution
for automated ELM-free access. Notably, ML-3D is based
on a physics-based model and doesn’t require experimental
data, making its extension to ITER and future fusion reac-
tors straightforward. This robust applicability to future de-
vices highlights the advantage of the ML-integrated 3D-field
optimization scheme. It is worth pointing out that the oper-
ational limits of the KSTAR-3D coils are restricting the ML-
3D’s ability to further optimize rB in #31873. In future devices
with higher current limits for 3D coils, better field optimiza-
tion and improved fusion performance are expected.

As shown in Fig. 5a, the plasma performance significantly
decreases from G ∼ 0.17 (4 s, before 3D-field application)
to G ∼ 0.1 after the first ELM suppression at 6.2 s, which is
the major disadvantage of 3D-field. Here, G = βNH89/q2

95 is
the figure of merit, βN is the normalized beta, H89 = τexp/τ89
is the energy confinement quality compared to the standard
tokamak plasmas, τexp is the experimental energy confine-
ment time, and τ89 is the empirically derived confinement
time using standard tokamak plasma database3. Following
the initial degradation, however, the confinement starts
to increase, eventually reaching a converged state by 8.7
s with an enhanced final state of G ∼ 0.16, reaching the
initial high-confinement state. This corresponds to a 60%
boost from G in a standard ELM-suppressed state. Such a
notable fusion performance boost is an outcome of adaptive
amplitude (IRMP) optimization starting at 6.2 s, which will be
described in the next section.

Enhanced fusion performance using adaptive opti-
mization. Figure 6 presents a compelling illustration of
H-mode plasmas from both DIII-D (nRMP = 3) and KSTAR
(nRMP = 1), effectively achieving fully suppressed ELMs
through adaptive feedback RMP amplitude optimization. The
RMP-hysteresis from the plasma response is harnessed in
these discharges, allowing for sustained ELM suppression
with lower RMP strength than initially required to access
the ELM suppression regime36. As the RMP amplitude is
reduced, the pressure pedestal height increases, leading to
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a notable global confinement boost in an ELM-suppressed
state. In this section, we employ a pre-set RMP waveform
or 3D spectrum and apply real-time feedback to control its
amplitude (IRMP). Therefore, the results illustrate the pure
effect of adaptive amplitude optimization.

In DIII-D discharge (#190736) with Ip = 1.62 MA, q95 ∼
3.35, and ∼ 5.8 MW of neutral beam injection heating, the
plasma exhibits initial performance of G ∼ 0.39 and H89 ∼
2.15, closely aligned with the target of the ITER baseline sce-
nario, including plasma shape.

However, after the first stable ELM suppression is achieved
through conventional RMP-ramp up (nRMP = 3), the plasma
performance notably decreases to G ∼ 0.18 and H89 ∼ 1.45.
This 54% reduction in G is mainly attributed to the degrada-
tion in density and temperature pedestals, as depicted in Fig.
6d,e. Similarly, in the KSTAR discharge with Ip = 0.51 MA,
q95 ∼ 5, and ∼ 3 MW of neutral beam heating, significant per-
formance degradation is observed from G ∼ 0.19 and H89 ∼
2.24 to G ∼ 0.11 and H89 ∼ 1.69 after ELM suppression by
nRMP=1 RMPs (Fig. 6h). These extensive degradations are a
well-known general trend in RMP experiments13,37–39. Such
H89 and G degradation cannot be accepted in future fusion re-
actors due to the substantial deviation from the ITER baseline
level (H89 =2, G =0.4) and increase in fusion cost.

Following the initial degradation, the real-time adaptive
RMP optimization scheme improves fusion performance
while maintaining stable ELM suppression. The controller
relies on the Dα emission signal near the outer divertor target
to monitor the ELM events. To achieve ELM suppression, the
RMP amplitude (IRMP) is increased until ELM suppression.
Subsequently, during the ensuing ELM-suppressed phase, the
controller lowers IRMP to raise the pedestal height until ELMs
reappear, at which point the control ramps up the RMP am-
plitude again to achieve suppression (Fig. 6b). A 0.5 s RMP
flattop interval is introduced between the RMP-ramp up and
down phases in the experiment to achieve a saturated RMP
response. As mentioned earlier, the 3D shape of RMP is pre-
programmed for safe ELM suppression and only adjusts the
amplitude.

With the adaptive RMP optimization, the plasma perfor-
mance of discharge #190736 is enhanced to G ∼ 0.33 and
H89 ∼ 2.05, which corresponds to 83% and 41% improvement
of G and H89 of standard RMP-ELM suppressed state, respec-
tively. Notably, the increase in G f us is particularly significant,
reaching the ITER-relevant level, highlighting the advantage
of adaptive optimization. We note that the further perfor-
mance increase during the transient ELM-free period (>2.95s)
with rapid density increase is not considered to avoid over-
estimating the control performance. The improved confine-
ment quality is attributed to enhanced temperature and density
pedestals. As shown in Fig. 6(d,e), all pedestals are improved
compared to the initial ELM suppression phase. For example,
the electron (Te,ped) and ion (Ti,ped) temperature pedestals in-
crease by 25% and 28%, respectively. The electron density
pedestal (ne,ped) also shows a 23% increase during the same
period.

The strong performance boost is similarly achieved in
KSTAR discharge #26004. To leverage the long-pulse feasi-

Figure 6. Plasma parameters for an ELM suppression discharges
(#190736 [a-e] and #26004 [f-j]) with adaptive amplitude opti-
mization. a,f Plasma current (IP, blue), NBI heating (PNB, orange),
and torque (TNB, green). b,g RMP coil current (IRMP, blue) and
Dα emission (orange) near outer divertor target. c,h H89(blue) and
G (orange). d,i Pedestal height of electron (Te,ped, blue) and ion
(Ti,ped, orange) temperature. e,j Pedestal height of electron density
(ne,ped, blue) and toroidal rotation frequency of carbon (6+) impurity
(ωtor,ped, orange).

bility (>10 s) of KSTAR, the adaptive optimization scheme is
implemented with the lower bound of IRMP set slightly higher
(by 0.1kA) than where the most recent ELM returns. This
adaptive constraint reduces control oscillation and enables the
plasma to converge to an operating point after sufficient it-
erations, optimizing both ELM stability and confinement. In
the selected discharge, the adaptive scheme reaches a stable
ELM-suppressed phase after 10 s, with enhanced global con-
finement, as illustrated in Fig. 6(g,h). The plasma perfor-
mance in this final state shows G ∼ 0.15 and H89 ∼ 1.98, in-
creasing up to 37% and 17% of G and H89 at initial ELM sup-
pression. This successful iteration of the adaptation scheme
in longer pulses also supports its applicability in ITER long
pulses.

The adaptive scheme has been extensively tested in both
tokamaks over 30 discharges with multi-toroidal wave num-
ber of RMP (nRMP) of nRMP = 1− 2 (KSTAR) and 3 (DIII-
D), demonstrating its robust performance in boosting ELM-
suppressed plasma performance. It is noteworthy that ITER-
tokamak will utilize high-n (nRMP=3) while fusion reactor
may rely on low-n due to the engineering limitations40. There-
fore, it is important to confirm the multi-n capability of the
adaptive RMP scheme. As shown in Fig. 7, we observe an
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Figure 7. Performance enhancement in discharge with adaptive
RMP optimization. G at initial (standard) ELM-suppressed state
versus finally achieved G from the initial state by adaptive RMP op-
timization. The circle (orange), triangle (green), and diamond (blue)
dots correspond to n =1 (KSTAR), n =2 (KSTAR), and n =3 (DIII-
D) cases, respectively. The dotted grey lines show the degree of G
enhancement by the adaptive scheme.

effective G enhancement from the standard ELM-suppressed
state regardless of nRMP, affirming the multi-n compatibility
of the adaptive RMP optimization for ITER and future fusion
reactors. With such success, the ELM-suppressed discharges
with RMP optimization perform the best G among the vari-
ous ELM-free scenarios (see Fig. 2) in DIII-D and KSTAR,
including Non-ELM scenarios39 where ELMs are intrinsically
suppressed without using 3D-fields. This highlights that adap-
tive 3D-field optimization is one of the most effective ways to
achieve a high-performance ELM-free scenario. Furthermore,
the enhanced H89 can result in an increased non-inductive
current fraction. This improvement reduces the flux con-
sumption in the central solenoid, thereby extending the pulse
length. Therefore, the adaptive RMP scheme has contributed
to notable ELM-suppression long-pulse records41 over 45s in
KSTAR, which is also an essential advantage for ITER oper-
ations. We emphasize that the feasibility of utilizing RMP-
hysteresis in a feed-forward approach is restricted. This lim-
itation stems from the challenges in precisely predicting the
required RMP strength to achieve and sustain ELM suppres-
sion. Notably, such an advantage remains exclusive to the
adaptive real-time scheme.

Interestingly, a very high fusion G boost over 80% is
observed in the nRMP = 3 results for the DIII-D cases,
recovering most of the performance lost by RMP (see Fig.
7). This further highlights the performance of adaptive
RMP optimization, a key to accessing ELM-suppressed
high-confinement scenarios. We’ll revisit the analysis and
insights behind these strong performance enhancements in
the last part of this paper.

Figure 8. Plasma parameters with an integrated RMP optimiza-
tion (#191754), reaching near-zero ELMs. a q95 (blue) and PNB
(orange). b IRMP (blue) and Dα emission (orange) near outer divertor
target. c H89(blue) and G (orange). The red-colored area highlights
the H-mode access without early ELMs. The green dotted lines in b
show the sawteeth timing.

Nearly complete ELM-free operation with high perfor-
mance by integrated RMP optimization. It is worth point-
ing out that the amplitude optimization process results in mul-
tiple ELMs before accessing the optimized state. As shown in
Fig. 6(b,g), the ELMs reappear during RMP amplitude opti-
mization. These can be considered acceptable as they can be
reduced with control tuning, and also, few ELMs are tolera-
ble in future fusion machines. However, avoiding extensive
ELMs between the LH transition and the first ELM suppres-
sion is vital. Previous research has demonstrated that early
RMP-ramp up42,43 before the first ELM reduces ELMs dur-
ing the early H-mode phase. Nevertheless, this approach of-
ten faced limitations due to uncertainties in determining the
required conditions, including initial RMP amplitude for sup-
pressing the first ELMs. While using a sufficiently large RMP
could guarantee early ELM suppression, it leads to poor con-
finement.

The integration of early RMP and 3D-field optimization
schemes provides an effective solution to address these
limitations. Figure 8 illustrates a DIII-D discharge (#191754)
of near-zero ELMs, where the adaptive RMP optimization is
integrated with early RMP ramp-up. Notably, establishing a
strong RMP of IRMP=4.7 kA (at 0.8s) successfully suppresses
early ELMs, enabling ELM-free access to H-mode. Subse-
quently, the RMP optimization improves the performance
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Figure 9. Plasma parameters of an optimized RMP amplitude
(#190738) with highly enhanced performance. a IRMP (blue) and
Dα emission (orange) near the outer divertor target. b H89(blue) and
G (orange). c ωtor,ped (blue) and Ti,ped (orange). c Te,ped (blue) and
ne,ped (orange). e ExB rotation frequency (ωE) at q=10/3 (blue). The
red and green colored regions show the transient ELM-free phase and
|ωE|<5 krad/s, respectively.

from 2.7s, leading to the boost of G= 0.28 and H89=1.83 at
standard ELM-suppressed state to G= 0.39 and H89=2.18.
Despite the successful integration of optimizing schemes,
complete ELM suppression remains challenging due to a
few sporadic ELMs induced by sawteeth activity during the
ELM suppressed phase, as shown in Fig. 8b. These sporadic
ELMs lead the controller to overestimate the ELM instability,
thereby hindering further optimizations (or decreases) of the
RMP amplitude, ultimately limiting the additional improve-
ment in confinement. Nevertheless, the plasma performance
still exceeds the ITER-relevant baseline (H89=2), highlighting
the benefits of the adaptive scheme. In the future, further
progress can be pursued by exploring scenarios with reduced
or mitigated sawtooth, potentially leading to even greater
improvements in ELM control and optimization performance.

Physics behind on accessing highly enhanced Edge-
Energy-Burst-free phase by adaptive optimization. The
achievement of the ELM-suppressed state by resonant mag-
netic perturbation (RMP) is generally understood to be due to
field penetration and pedestal gradient reduction. When RMP

is applied externally, the plasma response mainly shields it,
and a sufficiently strong amplitude is required to penetrate
the plasma and form magnetic islands that cause additional
pedestal transport. The plasma flow (ωE ), formed by ExB
forces due to electric (E) and magnetic (B) fields, is known
to strengthen the RMP shielding effect, causing the ampli-
tude threshold (IRMP,th) required to access and maintain the
ELM-suppressed state to increase. In particular, it is found
that the value of ωE on the rational surfaces near the elec-
tron pedestal top mainly increases IRMP,th because magnetic
islands on these surfaces are key to the ELM suppression44.
Following the penetration of RMPs, the pedestal gradient de-
creases due to RMP-induced transport, and ELM suppression
is attained once the gradient falls below the ELM stability
limit. In theory, the pressure gradient at the pedestal center
should stay under the stability limit to avoid the reappearance
of ELMs45. Here, this gradient reduction results in a decrease
in pedestal height and global confinement. Considering these
factors, strict control boundaries exist for the RMP ampli-
tude and pedestal gradient to ensure stable ELM suppression.
These limitations often constrain the strong confinement to
boost through adaptive RMP optimization. Remarkably, how-
ever, the highly optimized cases exhibiting more than an 80%
G enhancement, as shown in Figure 7, offer an insight to over-
come limitations in a performance boost.

Figure 9 shows an ELM-suppressed discharge in DIII-D
(#190738), which achieves >80% G enhancement by adap-
tive n = 3 RMP optimization. After the first stable ELM
suppression at 2.45s with IRMP=5.4 kA, the plasma perfor-
mance improves from G∼ 0.22 and H89 ∼ 1.58 up to G∼ 0.49
and H89 ∼ 2.42 at 3.55s. This significant performance boost
is characterized by a gradual change that differs from the
transient confinement increase typically observed in transient
ELM-free periods (>3.7 s) in that a sharp increase in den-
sity pedestal is not observed before 3.65 s. In these highly
enhanced states, the ELM suppression is maintained until
IRMP ∼1.5 kA, exhibiting more than 70% of RMP-hysteresis,
as shown in Fig. 9a, which dramatically exceeds typical val-
ues (∼40%) in other cases46. Because a smaller RMP ampli-
tude means higher performance, such a strong hysteresis is the
main contributor to performance enhancement.

The strong RMP-hysteresis observed in this experiment is
correlated with the self-consistent evolution of the plasma
flow in the RMP control. As shown in Fig. 9c, the toroidal
rotation at the pedestal top (ωtor, ped) increases as the RMP
decreases. Then, the increase in ωtor, ped alters the momen-
tum balance of the plasma, causing ωE,10/3 to decrease to-
ward zero in the electron pedestal top region, located at the
q = 10/3 rational surface. Figure 9(c,e) shows this correla-
tion between increasing ωtor, ped and ωE,10/3 → 0. As a result,
IRMP,th is relaxed, and the RMP amplitude can be further re-
duced. Here, an additional decrease in RMP weakens the rota-
tion damping by the 3D field, resulting in a further increase in
ωtor, ped, and allows ωE,10/3 and IRMP,th to decrease favorably
once again. This synergy between IRMP,th and ωtor, ped is key
to maintaining ELM suppression with very low RMP, leading
to a strong confinement enhancement (and rotation), as shown
in Fig. 9(a-d). The ELM suppression (∼4.2 s) in Fig. 6a with
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a very low RMP (1.5 kA) also shares the same feature. We
note that achieving such a reinforced RMP-induced hysteresis
is not trivial in the experiment, requiring pre-programmed and
dedicated RMP waveforms. In this respect, adaptive RMP op-
timization is an effective methodology, as it can automatically
generate and utilize the hysteresis without manual interven-
tion.

The enhanced RMP-hysteresis and rotation increase ob-
served in the experiments also offer promising aspects for fu-
ture fusion devices. Maintaining thermal and energetic parti-
cle confinements in a fusion reactor is essential for achieving
high fusion G. However, the presence of RMPs leads to unde-
sired perturbed fields in the core region that adversely affect
the fast ion confinement. Additionally, RMP-induced rotation
damping poses a critical challenge for ITER, where externally
driven torque may not be sufficient to suppress core instabili-
ties and turbulent transport. The strengthened RMP-hysteresis
and rotation boost during adaptive RMP optimization can sig-
nificantly mitigate these unfavorable aspects of RMPs by en-
abling ELM suppression with very low RMP amplitudes. By
reducing the negative impacts of RMPs on fast ion and core
confinements, the prospects of an adaptive scheme for achiev-
ing high fusion G within future fusion devices become more
favorable.

It is noteworthy that the ωtor,ped increase in the early RMP-
ramp down phase still leaves a question. This may simply
be due to the reduced damping caused by the 3D fields47,48.
However, the increase in ωtor,ped starts 0.3 s later than the 2.6
s that RMP-ramp down starts. This delayed response may
indicate that additional mechanisms, such as field penetration
or turbulence, are participating in the rotation response. In
fact, the change in turbulence along with rotation change is
also observed in the experiment. Future studies on plasma
rotation in the presence of RMPs will provide further insight
into the projection of the RMP-ELM scenario onto ITER and
future devices.

II. DISCUSSION

We have successfully optimized controlled ELM-free states
with highly enhanced fusion performance in the KSTAR and
DIII-D devices, covering low-n RMPs relevant for future re-
actors to ITER-relevant n=3 RMPs and achieving the high-
est fusion among various ELM-free scenarios in both ma-
chines. Furthermore, the innovative integration of the ML al-
gorithm with RMP control enables fully automated 3D-field
optimization and ELM-free operation for the first time with
strong performance enhancement, supported by an adaptive
optimization process. This adaptive approach exhibits com-
patibility between RMP ELM suppression and high confine-
ment. Additionally, it provides a robust strategy for achiev-
ing stable ELM suppression in long-pulse scenarios41 (lasting
more than 45 seconds) by minimizing the loss of confinement
and non-inductive current fraction49. Notably, a remarkable
performance (G) boost is observed in DIII-D with n=3 RMPs,
showing over a 90% increase from the initial standard ELM-

suppressed state. This enhancement isn’t solely attributed to
adaptive RMP control but also to the self-consistent evolution
of plasma rotation. This response enables ELM suppression
with very low RMP amplitudes, leading to enhanced pedestal.
This feature is a good example of a system that transitions to
an optimal state through a self-organized response to adap-
tive modulation. In addition, the adaptive scheme is inte-
grated with early RMP-ramp methods, achieving an ITER-
relevant ELM-free scenario with nearly complete ELM-free
operation. These results confirm that the integrated adaptive
RMP control is a highly promising approach for optimizing
the ELM-suppressed state, potentially addressing one of the
most formidable challenges in achieving practical and eco-
nomically viable fusion energy.

However, there are remaining features to be improved for
a “complete” adaptive RMP optimization. The present strat-
egy, relying on ELM detection, unavoidably encounters sev-
eral ELMs during the optimization process. This drawback is
unfavorable for fusion reactors, where any potential risks must
be minimized. Earlier research46 has revealed a "precursor
pattern" in Dα and turbulence signals, emerging about 20 ms
ahead of ELM reappearances during the suppression phase.
This distinctive pattern can be harnessed in real-time to pre-
vent ELM reappearance by initiating early RMP actions upon
precursor detection, ultimately achieving a genuinely ELM-
free optimization. As an extension of these findings, this con-
cept has been successfully demonstrated in KSTAR50 by us-
ing precursors in Dα signals, leading to nearly complete ELM
suppression by monitoring the precursors. In future work, en-
hanced ELM control performance will be enabled through ad-
vanced ELM-loss precursor detection methods incorporating
real-time high-frequency fluctuation measurements.

Lastly, achieving robust access to H-mode without ELMs is
a non-trivial task. Here, it turns out that the stable q95 control
within the ELM suppression window before the RMP ramp is
key, as shown in Fig. 8a. This significance is demonstrated by
achieving more than ten sequential discharges with ELM-free
H-mode transitions via delicate q95 tailoring. However,
the early RMP ramp required for achieving complete ELM
suppression might potentially affect the H-mode access by
raising the LH-transition threshold51–56. This concern must
be addressed through fine-tuned early heating and RMP ramp
timings to minimize their effect on robust LH transition43.
The future integration of these features will be expanding
operational flexibility, enhancing fusion performance boost,
and developing advanced ELM control techniques for ITER
and future tokamaks.

III. METHODS

DIII-D tokamak. The DIII-D tokamak is the largest op-
erating national tokamak device in U.S.A. The reference
discharge has the plasma major radius R0 = 1.68 m, mi-
nor radius a0 = 0.59 m, and the toroidal magnetic field
BT = 1.92 T at major radius R0. The n = 3 RMP ELM
suppression discharge is reproduced with a plasma shape
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having elongation κ ∼ 1.81, upper triangularity δup ∼ 0.35,
and lower triangularity δlow ∼ 0.69.

KSTAR tokamak. The KSTAR tokamak is the largest mag-
netic fusion device in the Republic of Korea, supported by
the Korea Institute of Fusion Energy (KFE) and Government
funds. The reference discharge has the plasma major radius
R0 = 1.8 m, minor radius a0 = 0.45 m, and the toroidal
magnetic field BT = 1.8 T at major radius R0. The n = 1 RMP
ELM suppression discharge on KSTAR can be reproduced
with a plasma shape having elongation κ ∼ 1.71, upper
triangularity δup ∼ 0.37, and lower triangularity δlow ∼ 0.85.

ELM-free database. The ELM-free database in DIII-D
tokamak comes from Ref.39. Here, the previous database uses
300 ms time averaging, while the data point of discharge with
adaptive RMP optimization uses a shorter time scale (100
ms) to capture the performance variation with adaptive RMP
optimization. The KSTAR database is also constructed using
the same process.

Ideal plasma response calculation. The perturbed radial
fields (δBr) from an ideal plasma response by RMP are cal-
culated using GPEC code32 under given magnetic equilibria
and 3D coil configuration. The core (Bcore) and edge (Bedge)
responses are derived through radially averaging δBr at
ψN = 0−0.9 and 0.9−1.0, respectively. The optimal 3D coil
configurations (RM,RB,φT,φB) of the edge-localized-RMP
(ERMP) model are derived using calculated perturbed fields.

Surrogate 3D model. The surrogate model is developed
using the dense layer model within the Keras library. The
hidden neurons are equipped with ReLU activation function,
and they are organized in two layers with 40 and 10 neurons,
respectively. In order to train this model, we collected data
from 8490 KSTAR time slices in the past three years. The
data was split randomly into 6790 and 1700 samples for
training and testing the model. In total, this MLP consists
of 800 trainable parameters (connection weights), and the
training iterations continue for 150 epochs or if the error rates
converge. The final R2 score on the test set is 0.91.

Kinetic profile and equilibria reconstruction. Core ion
temperature is measured by charge exchange recombination
system57,58 for Carbon (6+) impurities at outboard mid-plane.
Core electron temperature and density are measured by the
Thomson Scattering system59–61. To obtain well-resolved
profiles, the data are averaged over 50 ms. The pedestal
height is obtained from hyperbolic tangent fits with edge
profiles. Kinetic equilibria are reconstructed for the plasma
transport and stability analysis. This equilibrium is calculated
from the magnetic reconstruction using EFIT code62 with
the reconstructed radial profiles. The OMFIT package63,64 is
used to achieve well-converged equilibrium with automated
iteration processes.

Plasma fluctuation measurements. In this work, edge ne
fluctuations are measured from the doppler backscattering

system (DBS)65. Here, the measured density fluctuation cap-
tures the ion-scale turbulence kyρs = 0.3−1.5, rotating in the
electron direction, where ky is the bi-normal wave number,
ρs =

√
2miTe/eB is the hybrid Larmor radius, and mi is deu-

terium mass.
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